A method of calculation of the temperature distribution and the thermal stress distribution in an internal beam dump is described. The calculation results and the stress limits are discussed for the new SPS beam dump designed for high proton intensities.
Introduction
In the CERN-SPS accelerator the circulatins proton beam is dumped over one revolution of 23 ps on an internal beam dump whenever it is not extracted or in case of operational emergencies. Recently, the beam intensities have increased up to 2.7 101 protons per pulse (ppp) and a future intensity of 5 1013ppp may be attained whereas the momentum will rise from 400 to 450 GeV/c. Therefore a detailed study of the expected temperatures and thermal stresses in the newly built dump core has been undertaken.
Description of the Beam Dump
The dump is composed of a core mounted in a cylindrical iron shielding ( Pcp where X = heat conductivity, t = time increment, p = density and cp = specific heat.
At insulated boundaries the heat particles are reflected like light and if the boundary is cooled the particles change sign upon reflection.
For each proton pulse which is dumped, heat particles are introduced at the moment of the dumping with a spatial distribution resulting from the program DEPO and all are tracked up to the time at which the temperature field must be known. Compared to a finite element program, this method is much more flexible but it has the disadvantage of taking more computer time.
The Thermal Stresses
Like the temperature, the thermal stresses can be subdivided in static stresses caused by the steady state temperature field and those caused by the nearly adiabatic temperature rise due to the absorption of one proton pulse. The dynamic part of the latter (thermal shock) is expected to be relatively small6 and the precise calculation of these being rather cumbersome, their effect has been taken into account in the final calculations by imposing a multiplication factor on the intantaneous stresses.
The hot spot in the cross-section of the dump core is situated relatively close to the lower flat boundary of the aperture and relatively far from the circumference. It is therefore convenient for the calculations to replace the cross-section of the dump core by a halfspace (semi-infinite body). There exist analytical formulas for the stresses in a half-space caused by the thermal expansion of a hot cylindrical inclusion which is perfectly bonded to the half-space and of the same material7.
A computer program (LOADS) has been written which makes use of these formulas. The program fills that part of the half-space which corresponds to the cross-section of the dump core with a large quantity of cylindrical inclusions of 1 mm in diameter, perfectly bonded to the half-plane, and attributes to each a constant temperature corresponding to the local temperature. The stress in any point of the half-space can then be calculatedby adding the contributions of each of the hot inclusions. The periphery of the core however should be stress free. To simulate this, an offset is given to the temperature field such that the average temperature of the crosssection of the core becomes zero. As a result, somewhat outside this cross-section the stresses in the halfspace become pratically zero, as desired. Fig. 3 below. The plotted values have been taken from the calculation of the aluminium core (Fig. 4 ). It appears that at certain, relatively small thicknesses the maximum equivalent stresses can be even less than those of the plane stress solution. The reason is that in the central plane of the plate, the equivalent stress shows a minimum at that plate thickness where the longitudinal stress approaches the value of the lateral stresses. In a similar way, in the surface layer of the plate, the equivalent stress has a minimum at the plate thickness where the lateral stresses, negative in the plane stress condition, pass through zero to become positive for still thicker plates.
Calculation results for the aluminium core
The material constants and the beam properties used in the caldulation are given below.
Material constants :
Beam The number of kick oscillations is not sufficient to spread the energy homogeneously and the highest temperature is found at the location where the amplitude of the last kick oscillation reaches its minimum. The calculated stresses in this hottest point have been plotted in Fig. 4 together with the material strength as a function of the proton intensity respectively the temperature. Stress Temperature ( C In these calculations, the thermal shock was estimated to be 25% of the instantaneous stresses. It results from the figure that a full block (d = o) would be stressed far beyond the yield limit for intensities of 5 1l13ppp.
A plate thickness of 7.5 mm would be the most favourable. For the finally s6lected plate thickness of 22.5 mm however, the initial yield stress limit will be reached at beam intensities of 5 1013ppp but after a longer period of dumping, the corresponding intensity, will drop to 4.2 1013ppp due to the decrease of material strength.
The calculation results for the copper core
The radial distribution of the energy deposition in the hottest cross-section of the downstream copper block close to its front face can be described by the empirical relations : Fig. 5 . The dynamic shock stresses were estimated to be 33% of the instantaneous stresses. The plain strain stresses are about 76% higher than the yield limit and therefore also the copper had to be cut into plates over a length of at least 300 mm. With the selected plate thickness of 18 mm the yield limit will be reached at about 4.5 1013ppp. At 5 1013ppp the material will be over-stressed by about 15% and approach the ultimate stress.
Conclusion
The calculations show that the aluminium will stand repetitive beam dumping at 5 1013ppp during a limited time whereas the copper will be overstressed beyond the dumping of 4.5 1013ppp. However it is expected that the plastic deformations due to overstressing will, after some pulses, create a field of opposite internal selfstresses, $uch that these self-stresses will counteract the overload. This "shake down" effect4 will probably allow for some additional safety when beamsof 5 1013ppp
would have to be dumped.
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